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WELCOMING THE NEWEST 
MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY

#MYAUSTRALIANMADEMALIBU

THE ALL-NEW, 22 LSV 

DESIGN YOUR OWN AT MALIBUBOATS.COM.AU 



VAPOR PROBUILD
The ProBuild Vapor is everything a competition skier 
ever wanted designed to perform between 32-36 MPH. 
Built with a PMI Core and Textreme Carbon infused with 
Innegra. PMI is the lightest and most responsive foam 
money can buy, allowing a skier to get more attainable 
angle out of the turn and the ability to hold it through the 
wakes. 

$2,199.95 blankPrice:
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$2,849.95 W/Vapor Carbitex & Fixed Price:

VAPOR LITHIUM
Coming out of the same mold as our 

ProBuild, the Lithium features our Vapor 

shape with a PVC Core. PVC has stood the 

test of time and is proven as a high-quality 

core material. The Lithium construction is 

built to be a course ski between 30-36 MPH.

$1,699.95 blankPrice:

VAPOR GRAPHITE
The Graphite Vapor features a polyurethane core 

in the body of a Vapor. Polyurethane is damper 

foam which allows the ski to sit a little deeper in 

the water and makes for more progressive turns. 

Perfect for those skiing in a mix of open water 

and slalom courses at speeds of 30-36 MPH.

$1,889.95 W/Vector Boa & ARTP BOAPrice:

VAPOR
2019  COLLECTION

The 2019 Vapor completely redefines what we previously 
thought possible on a ski. Additional width through the tail 
makes the ski sit more level and allows speed to be carried 

more consistently. The area directly under your front foot 
has an increased taper, which lets the ski move through 

the finish of the turn easier and allows the tip height to stay 
constant, increasing efficiency. The wide spot of the ski has 
been moved forward, giving you the ability to stand over 

your front foot with confidence. 
The outcome, a ski that carries speed and creates angle 

better than anything on the market. 

REDEFINING WHAT WE PREVIOUSLY THOUGHT POSSIBLE ON A SKI. 

$2,249.95 W/Profile & ARTPPrice:
$1,849.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:
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WHAT’S THE SKI FOR ME?
WHERE DO YOU SKI?
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30-36 MPH
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Radar Union Collection......................................................07
Radar Bent-Vee Collection................................................08
Radar Lyric Collection........................................................09
Radar T.R.A Collection.......................................................10
Radar Boot Collection.......................................................11
HO Skis......................................................................12 & 13
Combo Skis........................................................................14
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Tubes.........................................................................18 & 19
Ronix Men’s Boat Boards.........................................20 & 21
Hyperlite & Liquid Force Boat Boards....................22 & 23
Ronix Women’s Boat Boards.............................................24
Hyperlite & Liquid Force Women’s Boat Boards.............25
Ronix Kid’s Boards..............................................................27
Ronix Park Boards............................................................. 28
Hyperlite & Liquid Force Park Boards..............................29
Wakeboard Boots.....................................................30 & 31
Ronix Wakesurfers....................................................32 & 33
Hyperlite Wakesurfers & Foil Boards................................35
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Barefoot, Buoyancy Suit & Shorts.....................................39
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$1,349.95 blankPrice:

65”.....................36MPH...............49-65 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

66”.....................36MPH...............56-81 KG

67”.....................36MPH...............73-91 KG

68”.....................36MPH.............82-100 KG

69.5”..................36MPH.................90 + KG

65”.....................36MPH...............49-65 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

66”.....................36MPH...............56-81 KG

67”.....................36MPH...............73-91 KG

68”.....................36MPH.............82-100 KG

69.5”..................36MPH.................90 + KG

66”.....................36MPH...............56-81 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................36MPH...............73-91 KG

68”.....................36MPH.............81-100 KG

69.5”..................36MPH.................90 + KG
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$2,739.95 W/Vector Boa & ARTP BOAPrice: $2,239.95 W/Vector Boa & ARTP BOAPrice:



  

SENATE GRAPHITE
Our Graphite construction sits in the 

middle of the Senate range. A durable 

polyurethane core wrapped in carbon 

composites makes sure no turn is lost 

and only speed is gained, giving the 

skier more connection to the water. 

$1,0999.95 blankPrice:
$1,639.95 W/Vector BOA & ARTP BOAPrice:

SENATE ALLOY
The Alloy Senate utilizes a polyurethane 

core with paulownia wood stringers 

wrapped in carbon fiber. Stable but fast 

and an absolute blast to ride whether 

you’re ripping open water turns or 

getting into some course action. 

$799.95 blankPrice:
$1,299.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

SENATE PRO
PMI foam is undoubtedly the lightest, 

most responsive foam on the market. We 

wrap that foam in Textreme Spread Tow 

Carbon to make this all-new Senate the 

fastest, most aggressive Senate we’ve ever 

created. 

$1,999.95 blankPrice:
$2,549.95 W/Profile & ARTPPrice:

SENATE LITHIUM
PVC creates energy in the build of the 

ski. Generally used in slalom course 

conditions and designed to perform 

between 30-34 MPH, the reaction time of 

our Lithium construction is instant. 

$1,499.95 blankPrice:
$2,039.95 W/Vector BOA & ARTP BOAPrice:

SENATE
2019  COLLECTION

The 2019 Senate is hands down the best Senate we have 
ever created. Now updated to follow the shape of our most 
recent Vapor; this ski is a level riding, symmetrical turning, 
balanced, dream machine. Known for its ability to carry 

speed, the Senate allows the skier to maintain width on the 
boat. This gives a sense of freedom sought after by those that 

ski in the course as well as those ripping open water turns.

HANDS DOWN THE BEST SENATE WE HAVE EVER CREATED. 

UNION MENS
The all-new Union is the undisputed 

favorite around the Radar Headquarters 

due to it’s easy to ride ability without 

sacrificing any performance. The extra 

width allows you to ride the ski at slower 

speeds and improve at a rapid pace. 

$699.95 blankPrice:

$1,199.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

UNION WOMENS
An all-new ski for 2019, the women’s Union. It 
follows suit to our design methods by being 
four tenths of an inch wider than a Vapor. 
This extra width gives skiers the chance to 
feel ultimate balance while learning to ski at 
a higher level. We challenge you to find a ski 
that is more fun to ride in open water. 

$599.95 blankPrice:
Price: $1,099.95 W/Lyric & ARTP

UNION
2019  COLLECTION

An all-new ski for 2019, the Union. It follows suit to our 
design methods by being four tenths of an inch wider than 

a Vapor. This extra width gives skiers the chance to feel 
ultimate balance while learning to ski at a higher level. 
We challenge you to find a ski that is more fun to ride in 

open water. 

THE EXTRA WIDTH GIVES THE FEELING OF ULTIMATE BALANCE.
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67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

71”.....................34MPH..........OVER 91 KG

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

71”.....................34MPH..........OVER 91 KG

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

69”.....................34MPH.............82-100 KG

71”.....................34MPH..........OVER 91 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

69”.....................32MPH.............79-104 KG

71”.....................32MPH..........OVER 100 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

$1,599.95 W/Vector & ARTP $1,199.95 W/Prime & ARTP$2,539.95 W/Vector BOA & ARTP BOAPrice: $1,999.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice: Price: Price: $1,099.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice: Price: $999.95 W/Prime & ARTP



BUTTERKNIFE MENS
The Butter Knife side-cut and surface-

area were created to give stability. 

Effortless ups, light line tension and 

automatic turns make the Butter Knife 

the easiest ski you’ve ever ridden, ski it 

between 20-32 MPH.

$499.95 blankPrice:
$999.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

BUTTERKNIFE WOMENS
The all new women’s Butther Knife 

side-cut and surface area were created 

to give stability. Effortless starts, light 

line tension and automatic turns make 

the Butter Knife the easiest ski you’ve 

ever ridden.

$499.95 blankPrice:
$999.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

KATANA
The Katana is an open water skier’s 

dream with its low drag and easy 

turning characteristics. Rip this bad boy 

between 24-32 MPH for the best open 

water ski you can get!.

$599.95 blankPrice:
$1,099.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

LYRIC
The Lyric is engineered specifically for 

the first lady of the water. We utilize 

a lighter weight carbon on the inside 

making the finished product softer and 

easier to turn. 

$649.95 blankPrice:
$1,149.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

LYRIC GRAPHITE
New for 2019, we are introducing the 

Lyric in our Graphite construction. This 

gives those lady shredders looking for 

tighter turns and more speed behind 

the boat that extra edge. 

$799.95 blankPrice:
$1,299.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

BENT-VEE
2019  COLLECTION

The Bent Vee series has revolutionized open water skiing. Width 
under foot allows these skis to pop out of the water with ease. 
This width combined with a flat channel and grip rails allows 

a ski with more surface area to perform at an advanced level. 
Inside radius gives the ski the ability to make tight turns on both 
on and offside while the 100% carbon build is nimble on the 
water. Our Bent Vee collection will make you rethink what is 

possible from a higher volume ski. 

THE BENT VEE SERIES HAS REVOLUTIONIZED OPEN WATER SKIING.

LYRIC
2019  COLLECTION

Skiers have come to know that a Lyric is a lady’s best friend. 
For 2019 we have added an all new Graphite Lyric and 

updated the shape. The Lyric is a level riding, auto-turning, 
smooth ski, designed to carry speed and make skiing 

effortless. By taking our Vapor and adding two tenths of 
an inch we are able to create a high-performance ski with 

more balance and support.

THE LYRIC IS A LADY’S BEST FRIEND. 
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65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

69”.....................32MPH.............79-104 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG

69”.....................32MPH.............79-104 KG

71”.....................32MPH..........OVER 100 KG

65”.....................32MPH..........UP TO 73KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................32MPH...............59-86 KG
65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

63”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 59KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

65”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 77KG

67”.....................34MPH...............73-91 KG

$1,199.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice: $1,049.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:$899.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice: $899.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:$999.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:



TRA GIRLS
The girls T.R.A. utilizing our Senate shape 

with a kid’s specific flex we’ve created a ski 

that is easy to turn and efficient through 

the wakes. In designing this way, we make 

it easy for juniors to progress at a rapid 

rate, leaving them with a smile on their 

face and the desire to ski every day.

$449.95 blankPrice:

$949.95 W/Lyric & ARTPPrice:

TRA BOYS
The T.R.A. has groms ripping open water 

and excelling through the slalom course. 

We’re so stoked with the ski’s popularity 

and how easy kids are making turns and 

crossing the wakes! Any young ripper is 

guaranteed to improve riding the new 

T.R.A. and it finds its groove at 20-34 MPH! 

$449.95 blankPrice:

$949.95 W/Vector & ARTPPrice:

VAPOR CARBITEX BOA

L or R 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$499.95Price:

- BOA Lacing Sytem
- Carbitex
- Dual Density Intution Liner
- Celliant Lining
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Full Length Injected Orthotic Insole

DESIGN, INNOVATION AND CUTTING - EDGE COMFORT.

BOOTS
2019  COLLECTION

Radar boot design has always been focused on improving 
your on-water experience through design, innovation and 
cutting-edge comfort. Over the past few years we have 

introduced partnerships with Boa and Carbitex that have 
allowed for an unprecedented connection between you 

and your ski. Designed by skiers, for skiers – slip into Radar 
boots and feel the difference. 

LYRIC LIMITED

SML, STDSizes:
$349.95Price:

- Wrap Tech Level 1
- Feather Frame Chassis
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Symmetrical Fit

PRIME

SML, STD, XLSizes:
$249.95Price:

- Feather Frame Chassis
- Symmetrical Fit
- Soft Density Footbed 
- Lower Neoprene Closure

PROFILE

L or R 5-6, 7-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$399.95Price:

- Wrap Tech Level 2

- Dual Density Liner

- Molded 3D Tongue

- Profile Chassis

LYRIC

SML, STDSizes:
$349.95Price:

- Wrap Tech Level 1
- Feather Frame Chassis
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Symmetrical Fit

VECTOR BOA

SML, STD, XLSizes:

$389.95 Aluminium PlatePrice:

- BOA Lacing System 
- Carbitex - Wrap Tech Level 3
- Molded 3D Tongue
- Symmetrical Fit
- Feather Frame Chassis

VECTOR

SML, STD, XLSizes:

$349.95Price:

 - Wrap Tech Level 1

- Feather Frame Chassis

- Molded 3D Tongue

- Symmetrical Fit

ARTP LYRIC

One Size Fits AllSizes:
$149.95Price:

- Independent Floating Tongue
- Contoured Footbed 
- Feather Frame Chassis

FIXED RTP

XS-S, M-L, XL -XXLSizes:
$149.95Price:

- Full Rubber
- EVA Footbed
- Aluminum Plate

$369.95 Feather FramePrice:

HYBRID REAR TOE

STD, XLSizes:
$219.95 HRT BOA W/Feather FramePrice:

- Feather Frame Chassis
- Symmetrical Fit
- Soft Density Footbed 
- Lower Neoprene Closure

HRT BOA

LYRIC

STDSizes:
$239.95 HRT BOA W/Alum PlatePrice:

Size: SML
Price: $199.95

STEEL/ORANGE
Size: STD

Price: $199.95

T.R.A
2019  COLLECTION

When it came time to design our kid’s specific ski we 
wanted to make something that would have youngsters 
begging to ski more often! By utilizing our Senate shape 

with a kid’s specific flex we’ve created a ski that is easy to 
turn and efficient through the wakes. In designing this way, 

we make it easy for juniors to progress at a rapid rate, 
leaving them with a smile on their face and the desire to ski 

every day.

THE SENATE SHAPE WITH A KID’S SPECIFIC FLEX.
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63”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 59KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

65”.....................34MPH...............54-73 KG

63”.....................34MPH..........UP TO 59KG
SKI SIZE -----------SPEED------------ WEIGHT:

65”.....................34MPH...............54-73 KG

$849.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:$849.95 W/Prime & ARTPPrice:

ARTP BOA

One Size Fits AllSizes:
$189.95 Aluminium Price:

- BOA Lacing System
- Carbitex 
- Available on Feather Frame and         
  Aluminum Plate

ARTP

One Size Fits AllSizes:
$149.95Price:

- Independent Floating Tongue

- Contoured Footbed 

- Feather Frame Chassis

$169.95 Feather FramePrice:



HO SYNDICATE ALPHA
The all new 2019 Syndicate Alpha has the 

same width profile as the Syndicate PRO, 

but is designed with a shallower concave 

depth in the tail of the ski, and a flatter 

tip rocker, for a loose and light feel on the 

water. With less downforce than PRO, the 

Alpha accelerates with less physical effort, 

and projects wider off the second wake.

65”/ 66”/ 67”/ 68”Sizes:

$1,999.00 blankPrice:

$2,447.00 W/Xmax & ARTPPrice:

HO SYNDICATE OMNI
The Syndicate OMNI is where precision 

meets efficiency. Developed to enhance 

ski progression in the slalom course at 

all speeds, this hybrid-width crossover 

shape is built with our ultra-high 

performance Carbon Fiber PVC Core 

Construction. 

65”/ 67”/ 69”Sizes:

$1,199.00 blankPrice:

$1,647.00 W/Xmax & ARTPPrice:

HO SYNDICATE PRO
The Syndicate PRO was built for one 

purpose; To achieve the most angle and 

hold possible at incredible speeds and 

the shortest line lengths for the world’s 

top pro skiers. The Narrow Width Profile 

with Aggressive Tail Taper turns and 

rolls on edge easily to generate massive 

amounts of angle.

65”/ 66”/ 67”/ 68”Sizes:

$1,999.00 blankPrice:

$2,447.00 W/Xmax & ARTPPrice:

COLLECTION

THE
SYNDICATE

COURSE
The Syndicate has one goal: build 

the world's greatest tournament water ski. 
Syndicate skis  are more than water skis.  
They represent the pride, determination 

and passion of the sports'   

HO EVO

65”/ 67”/ 69”/ 71”Sizes:

$649.00 blankPrice:

$1,047.00 W/Freemax & ARTPPrice:

HO OMNI CARBON

63”/65”/ 67”Sizes:

$949.00 blankPrice:

$1,347.00 W/Freemax & ARTPPrice:

HO OMNI
The Omni’s Flex-Frame provides 

increased torsional flex for the 

maneuverable feel of a traditional 

ski with the added speed & stability 

of a wideride ski. This allows the ski 

to twist creating tighter turns while 

added width provides the stable 

platform skiers need. 

65”/ 67”/ 69” / 71”Sizes:

$649.00 blankPrice:

$1,047.00 W/Freemax & ARTPPrice:

HO EVO

65”/ 67”Sizes:

$649.00 blankPrice:

$1,047.00 W/Freemax & ARTPPrice:

HO OMNI CARBON
A resounding improvement on crossover 

skis, the OMNI is optimized for the skier 

who needs one ski to do everything. 

Developed for high versatility with 

added responsiveness, the Carbon 

OMNI marries high performance 

aggressive skiing with the efficiency 

essential for open water skiing.  

65”/ 67”/ 69” / 71”Sizes:

$999.00 blankPrice:

$1,397.00 W/Freemax & ARTPPrice:

HO X-MAX
4-8, 7-11, 10-15Sizes:
$299.95Price:

A water ski to introduce new 

participants to a sense of adventure 

and the experience of skiing 

on water; A water ski to break 

tournament skiers out of our routines, 

to reintroduce us to participating 

with the public and discover a new 

way to fall in love with skiing again.

A resounding improvement 
on crossover skis, the OMNI is 
optimized for the skier who needs 
one ski to do everything. Developed 
for high versatility with added 
responsiveness, the Carbon OMNI 
marries high performance aggressive 
skiing with the efficiency essential for 
open water skiing.  

A water ski to introduce new 

participants to a sense of adventure 

and the experience of skiing 

on water; A water ski to break 

tournament skiers out of our routines, 

to reintroduce us to participating 

with the public and discover a new 

way to fall in love with skiing again.

HO FREEMAX
4-8, 7-11, 10-15Sizes:
$249.95Price:

HO FREEMAX
5-9, 8-12Sizes:
$249.95Price:

HO X-MAX ARTP
OSFASizes:
$149.95Price:

HO FREEMAX ARTP
OSFASizes:
$149.95Price:

HO FREEMAX ARTP
OSFASizes:
$149.95Price:
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RADAR X-CALIBER

59” / 67”Sizes:
$399.95 W/ Cruise BindingsPrice:

The X-Caliber combos are designed 
with high-end tech for the most efficient 
sidecut found in two skis. The additional 
surface area under foot adds stability and 
keeps the skis riding smooth.

COMBOS
2019  COLLECTION

Combo skiing is the cornerstone to a future of enjoyment 
behind the boat. Making it easy for someone to learn 
how to ski is the key to them having fun and wanting to 

come back for more. Our collection of combo skis ensures 
anyone wanting to strap on a pair of skis and learn how to 
rip has a blast from the first time they drop into the water. 

THE CORNERSTONE TO A FUTURE OF ENJOYMENT BEHIND THE BOAT.
RADAR FIREBOLT

46”Sizes:
$299.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Firebolts are a scaled version of the 
X-Calibers, designed for big kids behind 
the boat. A detachable stabilizer bar, 
adjustable horseshoe bindings, a specially 
designed training rope, and two handles 
complete the set. 

RADAR ORIGIN

59” / 67”Sizes:
$299.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Origin combos are made to get you 
up and on top of the water efficiently, in 
the most traditional manner. The narrower 
profile makes them nimble once on top. 
Sliding adjustable horseshoe bindings 
complete the package.

RAPTOR TRAINERS

49”Sizes:
$179.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The next step for teaching your kids how 

to ski. Timber trainers with trainer handle 

and bar to join each ski. Practice skiing 

with kids on the lawn, at the beach or 

behind the boat..

RAPTOR ADULT COMBOS

63” / 67”Sizes:
$279.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

Perfect set of combos for your first time on 
the water! Raptor’s best-selling pair, the 
Adult Combos will have almost anyone 
from beginners to experts feeling at home 
on the water.

RAPTOR TRAINER

46” X 34” X 13”Sizes:
$299.95Price:

Any kids first time on the water can be 
scary. Make it fun and easy with our 
inflatable trainer. Sit or stand up, handle to 
hold – everyones happy!

RAPTOR JUNIOR COMBOS

59”Sizes:
$279.95 W/ Horsehoe BindingsPrice:

The Junior 59” is just the right size so 
that the little ones can feel comfortable 
learning to ski or launching a massive 
spray.

RADAR THREE60 DISC

42” DiameterSizes:
$399.95Price:

42” circle of fun will keep you entertained 

for hours on the water. This round ripper 

is a blast on the water. The plastic base 

allows it to carry speed like no other and 

its foam core gives it loads of stability. 

Colour me marker 
pack included

VAPOR BOA-K

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$139.95Price:

VAPOR BOA-A

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$129.95Price:

VAPOR ERGO-K

S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$99.95Price:

VAPOR ERGO-A

S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$99.95Price:

VICE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$99.95Price:

LYRIC

XXS, XS, S, M, LSizes:
$89.95Price:

ATLAS

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$69.95Price:

VOYAGE

S, M, L, XL, XXLSizes:
$69.95Price:

T.R.A - Kids

K-S, K-M, K-LSizes:
$69.95Price:

PALM PROTECTOR

OSFASizes:
$19.95Price:

VAPOR BARLOCK

$119.95Price:

CONTROL BARLOCK

$89.95Price:

CONTROL PACKAGE

8 SEC $119.95Price:

SURE GRIP PACKAGE

5 SEC $89.95Price:

DEEP-V PACKAGE

5 SEC $99.95Price:

SV W/5 SEC PACKAGE

$79.95Price:

LV W/5 SEC PACKAGE

$79.95Price:

REC W/70’ MAINLINE

$39.95Price:

DV 15” RUBBER HANDLE

$44.95Price:

OUTBOARD BRIDLE

$39.95Price:

VAPOR PADDED BAG

Blue 63”-67”, 68”-71” Pink 63”-67”Sizes:
$99.95Price:

VAPOR HALF PADDED

Charcoal 63”-67”, 68”-71” Pink 63”-67”Sizes:
$69.95Price:

FREERIDE PACKAGE

5 SEC $79.95Price:

GLOBAL  PACKAGE

$69.95Price:

8 SEC $99.95Price:
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BOA Closure System BOA Closure System Inside Out Construction Inside Out Construction External Grip Dowel

Amara Palm Amara Palm Padded Suede Palm Amara Palm Fits Under Gloves



RADAR DENUNZIO

$599.95Price:

Aero Core

Carbon Laminates

4-Layer EVA Pad w/ 3D ankle support

Dual Locking Strap

RADAR HAWK

$379.95Price:

Recessed Pad

Single Locking Strap

Retractable Fins

Handle Hook

RADAR MAGIC CARPET

$249.95Price:

Recessed Pad

Single Locking Strap

Handle Hook

EVA Foam Pad

HO AGENT

$699.95Price:

3-Stage Rocker Design 

Diamond Tip and Tail Shape 

Dual Density Knee Pad 

PannoLock Double Locking Strap

HO JOKER

$599.95Price:

Proven High Performance Shape 

Square Tip and Tail Shape 

Dual Density Knee Pad 

PannoLock Double Locking Strap

HO ELEMENT

$499.95Price:

Thin Profile

Mellow Concave

Tri Density Kneepad

Powerlock Single Strap

RAPTOR TEMPTRESS

$399.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Optional Handle Hook

Ergonomic Kneepad

RAPTOR NITRO

$299.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Continuous Rocker

Retractable Pop Up Hook

Single Locking Strap

RAPTOR SUNSET

$299.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Continuous Rocker

Retractable Pop Up Hook

Single Locking Strap

RAPTOR HEIST

$249.95Price:

Moulded Fins 

Handle Hook For Easy Starts

Large Orthotic Kneepad 

Single Locking Strap

JOBE HOT CHILLI

$449.95Price:

Thin & Wide Profile

Removable Handle Hook

Ergonomic Pad

Single Locking Strap

JOBE ABYSS

$499.95Price:

Molded Fins

Handle Hook

Tri-Density Pad

Single Locking Strap

JOBE AURORA

$499.95Price:

Molded Fins

Handle Hook

Tri-Density Pad

Single Locking Strap

KD MISSFIRE

$399.95Price:

Thin & Wide Profile

Hook Insert

Ergonomic Pad

Single Locking Strap

RAPTOR TEMPER

$399.95Price:

Twin Tip Design

Optional Handle Hook

Ergonomic Kneepad

JOBE TEMPEST

$549.95Price:

Continous Rocker

Square Tip & Tail

Dual Density Pad Ankle-Arch 

Single Locking Strap

$429.95 w/HookPrice: $429.95 w/HookPrice:

SV KNEEBOARD PACKAGE

$99.95Price:Padded With Shoulder Strap

Price:

KGB UNION KNEEBOARD BAG

$79.95
OSFASizes:

Non Padded

Price:

KGB RETRO KNEEBOARD BAG

$59.95
OSFASizes:

14” EVA Handle
Midway Cross Handle
70’ Mainline
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KNEEBOARD
2019 COLLECTION

The Kneeboard…….. the summer classic that will 
never go out of style. Whether it be a compression 

molded, wake jumping, sharp turning monster 
like the Denunzio, to the fun and playful 

Hawk and Magic Carpet, you’ll surely 
be stoked when you get done 

riding any of these boards.  

  

Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Plastic Construction : Plastic Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Plastic Construction : Plastic Construction : Plastic

Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass Construction : Fibreglass



RAPTOR PACIFICO

$99.95Price:

48” Diameter

Heavy Duty 30 Gauge PVC Bladder
4 soft padded handles 
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR MAYHEM

$249.95Price:

70” Diameter

Round Flat Deck Style
Neoprene pad on top 
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR STINGER

$299.95Price:

68” x 70” 

Built-in angle side wings
Double webbing foam handles 
Pull up straps for re-boarding

RAPTOR RANCHO 2

$279.95Price:

65” x 65” 

D Shape With Wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR RANCHO 3

$349.95Price:

75” x75” 

D Shape With Wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
Quick Connect Tow Hook

RAPTOR ENFORCER

$399.95Price:

71” x 86”

Built-in angle side wings
Double webbing foam handles 
Pull up straps for re-boarding

JET PILOT SLINGSHOT

$229.95Price:

62” x 63” 

Designed for up to two riders
Pull up straps for re-boarding
POV Camera mounting point

JET PILOT JP3

$399.95Price:

70” x 86” 

Built in angle side wings
Pull up straps for re-boarding
POV Camera mounting point

JET PILOT FREERIDE 3

$429.95Price:

79” x 69” 

Heavy duty full nylon cover with zipper
Double webbing foam handles
POV Camera mounting point

RADAR VORTEX

$199.95Price:

48” Diameter

Neoprene knuckle guards
Includes tow rope
Quick tow attachment

RADAR ASTRO

$279.95Price:

60” x 64” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

RADAR ORION

$299.95Price:

60” Diameter

Marshmellow Top construction 
Spoon-O-Vation
Quick tow attachment

RADAR UFO

$349.95Price:

64” Diameter

Spoon-O-Vation
Neoprene Seat Padding
Quick tow attachment

RADAR AFTERBURNER

$399.95Price:

70” x 64” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Tapered Design For Easy Water Entry
Side Bolster

RADAR TEACUP

$649.95Price:

79” x 92” 

Spoon-O-Vation
Neoprene Seat Padding
Quick tow attachment

RADAR CHASE 2

$499.95Price:

66” x 64” 

Tows both directions
Cup Holders
GoPro Mount

RADAR CHASE 3

$649.95Price:

80” x 80” 

Tows both directions
Cup Holders
GoPro Mount

RADAR CHASE 4

$799.95Price:

96” x 85” 

Neoprene Seat Padding
Cup Holders
GoPro Mount

RADAR LIFTOFF

$349.95Price:

76” x 76” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

RADAR EDGE 2

$279.95Price:

58” x 62” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

RADAR EDGE 3

$329.95Price:

64” x 62” 

Marshmellow Top construction 
Quick tow attachment
Side boosters

TUBES
2019 COLLECTION

Everyone’s favourite, our tubes have
a size and shape that will suit everybody.

An all time fun pastime, tubes are just
about the most fun you can 

have behind a boat.

 

2K TUBE ROPE

From $24.95Price:

For towing up to max of 2 people
Assorted colours
60’ length with foam float
 

4K TUBE ROPE

From $39.95Price:

For towing up to max of 4 people
Assorted colours
60’ length with foam float
 

6K TUBE ROPE

From $49.95Price:

Dual Action PUMP

From $29.95Price:

Pumps air while pulling up and 

while pushing down

For Boston Valve and Stem Valve

 

12v PUMP

From $39.95Price:

Quickly inflate or deflate your 

favorite towable with ease

12 Volt for cigarette lighter plugs

HIGH VOLUME PUMP

From $119.95Price:

Direct Battery Connection

Long Cable With Alligator Clips

High Volume Air Flow

 

For towing up to max of 6 people
Assorted colours
60’ length with foam float
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136, 140, 144cmSizes:

$1,399.95 blankPrice:

$2,249.95 w/RxtPrice:

The world of wakeboarding is about to 

change again – by the people that first 

brought you the wakeboard. 

The RXT is the first board that is the 

perfect blend of feedback on the 

water, response off the wake, super soft 

landings, control over every aspect of the 

release……. and it’s the lightest board 

out there too.  We can honestly say the 

RXT checks every box that a high-end 

rider is looking for.

RONIX RXT

134, 138, 142, 146cmSizes:

$1,199.95 blankPrice:

$2,049.95 w/One WhitePrice:

Over the past 19 years, nobody has 
defined the progression of a classic 
3-stage rocker more than Danny Harf and 
his signature series. His latest bestseller 
adds something ground breaking – 
Fuse Stringers - for the most controlled 
explosive 3-stage kick available. 
Speedwalls give the ultimate glide speed 
and has less resistance with the water, 
and the I-Beam constructed Timebomb 
core ignites like no other giving you 
the hole shot of carbon and the feel of 
fiberglass.

RONIX ONE TIMEBOMB

134, 138, 142, 146cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,849.95 w/One WhitePrice:

Designed from the same shape as the 

One Timebomb, and featuring the most 

iconic 3-stage lift using Fuse Stringers, 

for the most controlled explosive 3-stage 

kick available. This more affordable 

alternative construction without 

compromise is for the rider that wants the 

combination of the hole shot response of 

a Timebomb, and the smoothness of a 

traditional board, assembled in our most 

durable shell. Danny Harf’s latest best-

selling freeride inspired shape.

RONIX ONE ATR

136, 139.5, 143cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,699.95 w/SupremePrice:

In nearly our 3 decades of making wakeboards 

we have never developed a boat board with 

such a stored energy takeoff as the Darkside. 

A shape that gives you the vertical/explosive 

takeoff of your favorite 3 stage board – but 

designed with more of a tail heavy lift. Get a 

smoother take off, more feedback and control, 

and softer landings with our all machined 

wood infused with poured urethane Intelligent 

2 Core. 

RONIX DARKSIDE INTELLIGENT 2

134, 139, 144cmSizes:

$799.95 blankPrice:

$1,399.95 w/ParksPrice:

The most legendary rider in wakeboarding 

now completes the spectrum of rocker 

lines with his new signature board. This 

fresh design features an abrupt continuous 

rocker line. Parks was looking for 

something smoother, carrying more speed 

off the wake through his landings. Parks’s 

name has always been synonymous with 

power and aggressive riding – and now 

has our most consistent, effortless board 

in our range

RONIX PARKS

132, 136, 139.5, 143cmSizes:

$699.95 blankPrice:

$1,399.95 w/SupremePrice:

Like the 3-stage rocker amplitude of 

the Darkside, but would rather have a 

stripped down all foam alternative?  We 

proudly present the new Weekend, a 

lighter more traditional feel and snap off 

the wake at a more affordable value than 

its Darkside counterpart. Designed with a 

traditional rail so its sits deeper on edge 

for a stronger, more stable connection 

between rider, board, and the waterline.   

RONIX WEEKEND

129, 134, 138, 143cmSizes:

$549.95 blankPrice:

$999.95 w/DistrictPrice:

Now there is a board that conforms to you 

- with this legendary all-purpose shape, 

designed for smooth/low maintenance 

turns to wide-open high-speed cuts. An 

explosive 3-stage rocker line for riders that 

approach the wake flat, combined with 

a faster continuous rockerline for more 

of a progressive edge.  With our second 

generation District, you can feel even 

more confident this unique shape is ready 

to jump on the gas or hit the brake when 

you are.  

RONIX DISTRICT
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134, 139, 144cmSizes:

$449.95 blankPrice:

$899.95 w/DistrictPrice:

The innovative Vault recognizes that your 

body is crossed up riding toeside, and 

more inline riding heelside, and every 

design aspect of this board takes this 

into consideration for the proper building 

block of wakeboarding. The Vault has a 

thinner profile for reduced swing weight 

in the air, and more contact/feel with the 

water, along with a rockerline that naturally 

puts you underneath the board in a more 

centered position.  

RONIX VAULT

$899.95 w/DividePrice:$2,249.95 w/OnePrice: $1,999.95 w/One GreyPrice: $1,799.95 w/One GreyPrice: $1,549.95 w/AnthemPrice: $1,349.95 w/AnthemPrice: $1,149.95 w/DistrictPrice: $799.95 w/DividePrice:

The Story
Started out strapping into bungees, riding a phaser 
equipped, directional shape, tri-fin powered special. 
Thru time – admired, mocked and mimicked - until 
eventually the market was marketed with confusion. 
Which leaves us here – a clean slate of friends with a 
similar sound. A non-venting venture of artists, engineers, 
riders and believers as owners making riding devices 
collectively crafted for the imagination of wakeboarding. 
Our axiom will always be based on products and tales of 
tomorrow’s riding. A chance to make a point, confront the 
norm, and answer the question why. We hope you enjoy 
riding the products half as much as we do making them. 
This is a true labor of love.

The Line
We proudly present to you 40 hot off the press boat 
boards, and 27 brand spanking new park boards for 
this upcoming season. Oh yeah we also completely 
redeveloped our current best fitting award-winning
line of footwear for 2019.



134, 139, 145, 150cmSizes:

$699.00 blankPrice:

$1,298.00 w/RiotPrice:

The Murray shape begins with a Subtle 

3-Stage Rocker, there is no flat spot, 

the rocker simply increases under 

foot for a colossal boost of the wake. 

Carrying on from past shapes Shaun 

kept the Variable Edge Design and 

Center Landing Spine making the 

board enjoyable for all ability levels. 

HYPERLITE MURRAY

134, 139, 144cmSizes:

$699.00 blankPrice:

$1,517.00 w/Kruz & SystemPrice:

Few Wakeboarders work as hard as 

Rusty Malinoski and the passion he has 

for the sport has been poured into his 

new shape, the Kruz. Available with 

Hyperlite’s exclusive BIO 3 Core, Rusty 

and shaping expert Aaron Stumpf have 

shortened the overall length but added 

surface area with the board’s width. 

HYPERLITE KRUZ BIO

134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$549.00 blankPrice:

$948.00 w/Team OTPrice:

The Franchise is an innovative shape 

that anyone can strap into and feel at 

home on. The continuous rocker lays the 

foundation for a fast board that carves 

and edges with ease. The Franchise 

features innovative Tapered Channels 

that narrow at the tip and tail aligning 

the Dual Fin Configuration to increase 

the board’s edge hold on approach to 

the wake.

HYPERLITE FRANCHISE

130, 135, 140, 145cmSizes:

$499.00 blankPrice:

$798.00 w/RemixPrice:

Creating a shape to take riders’ skills 

to the next level was the goal behind 

the new State 2.0. Learning from other 

asymmetrical designs, we found that 

creating a shorter but more effective 

edge on a rider’s toe-side made hard to 

learn wake jumps that much easier. This 

is because there is less rail to initiate 

when applying toe-side pressure. 

HYPERLITE STATE

134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$879.95 blankPrice:

$1,459.95 w/ClassicPrice:

The board that currently has more 

podium appearances than any other 

board on the market…  With the 

aggressive 3 stage rocker and triple 

concave flowing into the venture quad 

channels, this board will take you and 

your riding straight up.The split tip shape, 

quad fin setup and now featuring the Flex 

Track, this board will give you the control 

and feel for ripping turns and edging up 

the wake.

LIQUID FORCE REMEDY

134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$729.95 blankPrice:

$1,099.95 w/TransitPrice:

This is no longer the Raph Derome 
Experiment, this board is the Raph 
Derome Experience… Now featuring the 
Flex Track that has unmatched control 
and feel for this already predictable 
board into and off the wake.  The quad 
molded-in fins are deep enough for extra 
hold when needed, but still allow for a 
loose, fun ride. The aggresive 3 stage 
rocker gives you the pop you are looking 
for while the single to double concave 
centre softens the landing when you 
really send it.

LIQUID FORCE RDX

130, 134, 138, 142cmSizes:

$569.95 blankPrice:

$899.95 w/TransitPrice:

This is the board that every pro on our 

team has ridden and maybe still would 

if they didn’t have a pro model with 

characteristics from this timeless shape.   

The mellow 3 stage rocker helps you 

go big off the wake while the spiral V 

mid-section displaces the water for soft 

landings.  The lifted variable edge and 

quad vented channels at the tips give you 

optimal response and control. Ride with 

the centre fin for extra control and bite or 

remove it for a fun, playful feel.

LIQUID FORCE CLASSIC

130, 135, 139, 144cmSizes:

$499.95 blankPrice:

$799.95 w/IndexPrice:

This truly is the board for every type of 

rider.  The continuous rocker provides 

smooth edging and predictable kick off 

the wake.  Molded-in side fins track and 

hold with minimal drag while the variable 

edge offers the extra friendliness while 

learning new tricks.Remove the centre fin 

for the more advanced aggresive rider 

and you have a board for all abilities. For 

beginner to top pro, this board will keep 

the smile on your face and some gas 

money in your pocket.

LIQUID FORCE TRIP
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132, 136cmSizes:

$849.95 blankPrice:

$1,549.95 w/SignaturePrice:

A new women’s shape with increased 

amplitude and a freeride storyline in 

mind. This 3-stage beauty has been 

built for flight, with our most reactive 

rockerline that we have developed 

through the years in a female specific 

shape. Designed with a traditional rail 

so it sits deeper in the water for added 

contact and quick reacting turns, the 

Signature is our most progressive 

women’s boat board shape.  

RONIX SIGNATURE

129, 134cmSizes:

$549.95 blankPrice:

$1,099.95 w/HaloPrice:

Last year we came up with this versatile 

Quarter ’Til Midnight that can be ridden 

free of any stereotypes.  The only women’s 

board that adapts to the rider instead of 

having the rider change to the board’s 

traits. Touch the sky with a smooth, fast 

glide on the water and a predictable snap 

off the wake. The always consistent takeoff 

and an ever-evolving shape to your style. 

RONIX QUARTER TIL MIDNIGHT

128, 134, 139cmSizes:

$449.95 blankPrice:

$999.95 w/HaloPrice:

The innovative Krush recognizes that your 

body is crossed up riding toeside, and 

more inline riding heelside, and every 

design aspect of this board takes this 

into consideration for the proper building 

block of wakeboarding. The Krush has a 

thinner profile for reduced swing weight 

in the air, and more contact/feel with the 

water, along with a new rockerline that 

naturally puts you underneath the board 

in a more centered position. 

RONIX KRUSH

125, 130, 135cmSizes:

$499.00 blankPrice:

$798.00 w/JinxPrice:

Creating a women’s shape to take their 

skills to the next level was the goal 

behind the new Eden 2.0. Learning from 

other asymmetrical designs, we found 

that creating a shorter but more effective 

edge on a rider’s toe-side made hard to 

learn wake jumps that much easier. The 

Eden 2.0 has been tested and proven to 

be the best choice for a rider looking to 

master the foundations of wakeboarding.

HYPERLITE  EDEN

130, 135, 139cmSizes:

$499.95 blankPrice:

$799.95 w/PlushPrice:

New shape fro 2019! The Angel is the 
ultimate woman’s board for entry level 
of rider. If you are a beginnr to advance 
rider, looking for a continuous rocker 
board with great pop, this board will 
help take your riding to the next level. 
It comes with a removable centre fin 
for extra stability or ride it with the just 
the molded-in side fins for a looser 
feel. The angel is a great board for 
anyone on the boat and it won’t break 
the bank.

LIQUID FORCE ANGEL

120, 125cmSizes:

$479.95 blankPrice:

$769.95 w/DreamPrice:

The Dream is all about helping kids 

progress and improve their riding. As 

they grow, the board grow with them. 

The 115 has mellow continuous rocker 

with a soft edge, the 120 feature an 

aggresive continuous rocker with a 

subtle sharpness to the dege, and the 

125 has a hybrid rocker with a sharper 

edge for that larger wake. The Dream 

will help take your daughters riding to 

the next level.

LIQUID FORCE  DREAM

131, 136cmSizes:

$579.00 blankPrice:

$928.00 w/VivaPrice:

The Venice has wider overall profile 

built atop a continuous rocker, 

delivering a smooth carving board that 

gets more pop off the wake due to its 

increased surface area. The variable 

edge design is forgiving between the 

inserts but then sharpens towards the 

tip and tail providing the strong edge 

hold necessary for generating speed 

into the wake.

HYPERLITE VENICE
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                    The
Wo m e n ’ s  C o l l e c t i v e

Full Line Of  Women’s Specific Products

Inspiration, technology, and shapes by and for the
                       rulers of  the waterway.

$1,399.95 w/HaloPrice: $899.95 w/LuxePrice: $799.95 w/LuxePrice:



128cmSizes:

$449.95 blankPrice:

$749.95 w/VisionPrice:

Not a grom anymore, but don’t want to 

be associated with the mundane look 

of Dad’s board? We proudly present the 

stepping stone to adulthood - the 128 

Vault. Built with all of the same features 

as our other Vault boards, just with a 

lighter glass layup. The Vault has a thin 

profile for reduced swing weight in the 

air, and more contact/feel with the water, 

along with a new rockerline that naturally 

puts you underneath the board in a more 

centered position.  

RONIX KIDS VAULT

120cmSizes:

$449.95 blankPrice:

$699.95 w/VisionPrice:

Our grom Vision glass offers a lighter 

layup for more feel with the water, 

and less swing weight in the air. A 

symmetrical shape with asymmetrical 

features recognizing that your 

shoulders and hips are not parallel 

on your toe side edge. We added a 

sharper rail and a longer fin for more 

stability. The Vision board are designed 

solely for the needs of the next 

generation of rippers.

RONIX VISION

120cmSizes:

$449.95 blankPrice:

$699.95 w/AugustPrice:

Every aspect of this board is designed 
for the next boat generation.
It is easy to take a wakeboard and 
scale it down in size and say it is a 
“kid’s board”. But that is not what 
the next generation was looking for. 
Every aspect of the August board 
was designed with riders 95 lbs. and 
under in mind. From our unique grom 
glass, to a wide tip/tail for easy deep 
water starts and overall stability – we 
threw it all on into this high-end wake 
performer.

RONIX AUGUST
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                    The
  K i d s ’ s  C o l lec t i v e

  Full Line Of Kid’s Specific Products

  EVERY ASPECT OF THIS BOARD IS DESIGNED 
         FOR THE NEXT BOAT GENERATION03 9465 4555 / peterwebb@spyboats.com.au



134, 138, 143cmSizes:

$949.00 blankPrice:

$1,548.00 w/RiotPrice:

The all new Wishbone features an industry 

exclusive, The Air Stick Wood Core.  Air 

Stick is a 100% bamboo wood core and is 

very durable. Strategic slots have been cut 

lengthwise throughout the core reducing 

weight while delivering a unique feel on 

features and super light feel in the air. The 

Power Press rocker line makes pressing a 

cinch and the Flat Nose Profile which allows 

you to lock in and feel features like no 

shape ever has.

HYPERLITE WISHBONE

139, 144cmSizes:

$949.00 blankPrice:

$1,667.00 w/Brigade & SystemPrice:

Brenton Priestley Signature Model 

The Slayer is the first full wood core 

construction from the Byerly Squad. 

Utilizing our exclusive Rocker Lock 

construction the Slayer is unlike any 

other word core option on the market. 

This new technology ensures that the 

Slayer will maintain its rocker line set 

after set.

BYERLY  SLAYER

138, 144, 150cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,849.95 w/KinetikPrice:

The cable kingpin is refined for 2019 

with a new 3D wood core that runs top 

to bottom with individualized pressure 

points for the most in feel on features or 

on the water.  A design with less rocker 

for infinite top water speed, reduced 

drag and more overall contact. Flexbox 1 

is for riders that like a softer mid-section 

allowing the center of the board to really 

bend into a press. Once in a press, the 

slightly stiffer tip/tail allows the rider to 

really pivot off the feature. 

RONIX KINETIK : FLEXBOX 1

138, 144, 150cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,849.95 w/KinetikPrice:

This Kinetik features the exact same core, 

profile, and rocker as the Flexbox 1, but 

has totally different pressure points with 

Springbox 2. A more rigid mid-section 

was designed so a rider can rock into a 

press – then once locked in – a softer end 

tip/tail section creates the ability to move 

side to side or just exaggerate the angle 

of a press. Springbox rods were added 

thru the tip/tail of the box area giving 

the rider more spring to their ollie off the 

water or a feature. 

RONIX KINETIK : SPRINGBOX 2

130, 135, 140, 145cmSizes:

$849.95 blankPrice:

$1,549.95 w/SupremePrice:

A cable specific shape created to 

get you there bigger and higher. The 

Highlife has the most amount of rocker 

and bottom features of any Ronix 

board and is designed for bigger 

boosts both on air tricks and leaving a 

kicker. With a precise edge hold into 

air tricks and with nearly 1” more rocker 

than its Kinetik brother, this series 

will release from the water with more 

amplitude.  

RONIX HIGHLIFE : FLEXBOX 2

136.3, 141.1, 146.3cmSizes:

$649.95 blankPrice:

$1,199.95 w/AnthemPrice:

This cable shredder proves that not 

every aspect of a cable board has to be 

soft. This shape has a variable flex along 

the rocker line with a thicker/stiffer 

belly, and then transitions to a super 

thin profiled, soft tip/tail.  A perfect 

redesigned shape, for entry-level riders 

to get the feel for riding laps, or for mid 

to high-end riders that want the feel and 

snap of a traditional foam construction.

RONIX PRESS PLAY : A.T.R - S

137, 142, 147, 152cmSizes:

$999.95 blankPrice:

$1,679.95 w/Idol 4DPrice:

Simply put, Raph’s park board is the 

smoothest, loosest board in our line 

when coming off park obstacles.  It is a 

progressive ride that feels different than 

others as it doesn’t feature channels in 

the tips.  The lack of channels make it a 

catch free ride when pressing on rails and 

hitting kickers.  Featuring liquid rails, the 

LF exclusive grind base and solid triple 

stringer composite core, Raph’s board is 

completely bullet proof. 

LIQUID FORCE RAPH

140, 144, 148, 152cmSizes:

$899.95 blankPrice:

$1,599.95 w/Hook 4DPrice:

Soft like butter, Strong like stick…. 

The Butter Stick is one of the most 

unique creations in our park series.  

This board comes ready to rock with 

some of our tried and true features 

but what really sets it apart from other 

boards are the unique Flex Zone tips.  

These uniquely soft but reinforced 

tips allow the board to bend and flex 

on rails or on the water softer than 

ever before.

LIQUID FORCE  BUTTERSTICK

133, 138, 143, 148cmSizes:

$749.95 blankPrice:

$1,449.95 w/SupremePrice:

A cable fun board featuring all-over 

flex, a super clean bottom design, 

and a spoonful of added rocker. Every 

cable lap on the Top Notch will feel so 

different than a traditional board with 

the freedom to break loose or really 

exaggerate a press from the soft tip-

to-tail layup and the thin profile.

RONIX TOP NOTCH : NUCORE 2
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$1,699.95 w/SupremePrice: $1.699.95 w/SupremePrice: $1,399.95 w/AnthemPrice: $1,299.95 w/AnthemPrice: $999.95 w/DividePrice:



New to the System line of wakeboard 

footwear the Brigade offer a 

lightweight and supportive feel for 

both wake and cable riding.  

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12Sizes:
$419.95Price:

HYPERLITE BRIGADE

The Jinx boot is a supportive but 

easy to get into adjustable boot. It 

features dual lace zones like much 

more expensive boots

4-8.5, 7-11Sizes:
$299.95Price:

HYPERLITE JINX

The System Pro has been perfected 

over the past 5 seasons, taking an 

already revolutionary product and 

making it even better. 

6-9 & 10-13Sizes:
$299.95Price:

HYPERLITE SYSTEM

Shaun’s new System Boot, tall cuff 

height with midrange flex & new 

laminated panel construction assures 

you all the support you need.

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13Sizes:
449.95Price:

HYPERLITE MURRAY

The Team Closed Toe boot offers 

mid-range support for the rider looking 

for a little extra flex, but with no loss of 

hold thanks to its heel retention strap.

7/8, 9/10, 11/12Sizes:
$449.95Price:

HYPERLITE TEAM X CT

The Team open toe boot was built for a 

rider looking for the feel and functionality 

of a supportive mid flex boot with the 

adjustability of an open toe. 

4-8, 7-10.5, 10-14

$399.95

HYPERLITE TEAM OT

The Remix is an excellent choice 

for beginner to intermediate riders 

looking for a comfortable, user-

friendly option.

4-8, 7-10.5, 10-14Sizes:
$299.95Price:

HYPERLITE REMIX

The Viva and the customizable feel 

and support it delivers, thanks to 

the duel lace zones and the upper 

ankle velcro closure.

4-8.5, 8-11Sizes:
$349.95Price:

HYPERLITE VIVA

Performance and comfort never go out 

of style. The Classic has Impact EVA on 

the base of the liner as well a dampening 

midsole to cushion your landings.

4-6, 6-8, 8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12 

$599.95

LIQUID FORCE CLASSIC

The Transit is tried and true… With a solid 

chassis, dual lace zones, impact EVA, this 

binding has it all. High-end features at a 

great value.

4-6, 5-8, 8-10, 10-12, 12-15Sizes:
$459.95Price:

LIQUID FORCE TRANSIT

The Index features our comfort liner, 

Impact EVA and a dampening 

mid-sole for maximum comfort felt 

throughout.   

5-8, 8-12, 12-15Sizes:
$329.95Price:

LIQUID FORCE INDEX

Plush is the perfect binding for all 

beginner to intermediate riders 

looking for a comfortable yet stable 

fit they can rely on to progress. 

4-7, 7-10Sizes:
$329.95Price:

LIQUID FORCE PLUSH

Sizes:
Price:

Sizes:
Price:

Don’t confuse movement with progress. While some will make changes 

to appear as if they are advancing, we make changes that will shift the 

want and need, without sacri�cing function and �t that is unique to 

wakeboarding.

Presenting EXP WALKABLE TECHNOLOGY 
featured in the all new Kinetik PROJECT boot, true progress.

industry. We strive to develope products that all will perform as riders. The RXT is technological refinement 

defined in our most advanced boot 

ever – Ridden by arguably our sport’s 

best all-around rider – Massi.

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$849.95Price:

RONIX RXT

Upgraded for 2019, we added a 

FlexForm heel and ankle panels, 

allowing bulletproof comfort and 

mobility.

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$849.95Price:

RONIX ONE - METALLIC WHITE

The One Boot has been upgraded 

for 2019, adding a FlexForm heel and 

ankle panels to its already impressive 

resume. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$799.95Price:

RONIX ONE - SPACE CRAFT GREY

Supremacy in cable footwear now 

your most custom orthotic park

specific boots has the ability to do 

some walkable EXPloring.

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$849.95Price:

RONIX KINETIK PROJECT

Our most affordable closed toe 

boot, the Parks is the perfect mix of 

style and functionality. Ridden and 

approved by Parks Bonifay.

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14

$599.95

RONIX PARKS

The Anthem Boot blends the support 

of a closed toe boot with the option 

to fit multiple foot sizes. The best 

fitting open toe boots to date.

2-6Sizes: $449.95Price:

RONIX ANTHEM

Now featuring MainFrame 

Technology, the 2019 District boot 

provides the revolutionary Ronix fit at 

a more affordable value.

5-8.5, 7-11.5, 10-14.5Sizes:
$449.95Price:

RONIX DISTRICT

The finest in ease of entry and 

adjustability, the Divide is our most 

popular open-toe boot, now outfitted 

with AutoLock technology.

5-8.5, 7-11.5, 10-14.5Sizes:
$349.95Price:

RONIX DIVIDE

We used a women’s cut and flex that 

proves a closed toe design does not 

define all high-end boots. Built on our 

new MainFrame with SuperStraps.

6-8.5, 8-10.5

$549.95

RONIX HALO

Luxe is a top-of-the-line universal 

boot with a price that is easy on the 

pocket book. Support you would 

expect from a high-end boot.

6-8.5, 8-10.5Sizes:
$349.95Price:

RONIX LUXE

The first of its kind built on our 

new Mainframe hardware, the 

August boot offers a fit engineered 

specifically for kids.

2-6Sizes:
$299.95Price:

RONIX AUGUST

The first of its kind built on our 

new Mainframe hardware, the 

August boot offers a fit engineered 

specifically for kids. 

2-6, 5-8.5Sizes:
$299.95Price:

RONIX VISION

Sizes:
Price:

Sizes:
Price:

Made from women’s specific patterns, 

this boot is built to stand up to the 

most demanding rider, while offering 

superior comfort and fit. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10

$699.95

RONIX SIGNATURE

Sizes:
Price:

For 2019 we stripped down the Trek and 

what’s left over is a boot that’s very 

easy to get in and out of with the new, 

locked in, speed lacing system.

4-6, 6-8, 8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12 

$799.95

LIQUID FORCE PEAK 4D

Sizes:
Price:
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The perfect blend of leverage 

meets elasticity, the Ronix 

SuperStrap system gives the rider a 

customized zonal fit. 

6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13-14Sizes:
$699.95Price:

RONIX SUPREME

5-8.5, 7.5-11.5, 10.5-14.5Sizes:
$549.95Price:



4’3”, 4’7”, 5’0”
$1,399.95Price:

Size:

The Conductor is the first board of its 
kind that has the ability to generate 
speed and then maintain it in a more 
controlled manner. So you can spend 
less time worrying about where you are 
in relation to the peak of the wave.

RONIX THE CONDUCTOR

4’3”, 4’7”, 4’11”
$1,399.95

A skim style profile combined with the 
response of one of our most popular 
boards, the Pot Belly Rocket.  This stealth 
new creation comes with a sharper rail, 
bevel and bottom channels – and the 
result is high speed maneuverability. 

RONIX THE SPROCKET

4’4”, 4’9”
$1,349.95Price:

Size:

 A traditional skim board shape that 
opens up a whole new spectrum of 
tricks. Our thinnest board has a more 
reactive rail with a lighter design for 
more contact and feel.

RONIX THE SKIMMER

4’5”, 4’11”
$1,349.95

Toes on the nose stability, with the agility 
of your favorite short board. Packed 
down to a 4’5” and 4’11” sizes capable 
of doing cutbacks of any modern day 
responsive shape.

RONIX KOAL CROSSOVER

Price:
Size: 4’6”, 5’0”, 5’6”

$999.95Price:
Size:

The shape and construction of the 
Koal Classic Fish is a perfect ride 
for us inlanders with wake slashing 
versatility. A fish profiled “fun” board 
with a deep swallow tail that can 
easily break free on the top of the lip.

RONIX KOAL FISH

4’4”, 4’10”
$999.95

The skate like feel of a skimboard 
with the rail design of a classic 
surfboard – pressed in our new 
Surface Skin Exterior. A thick profiled 
high speed shape, blending a looser 
feel for easier 360’s.

RONIX KOAL THUMBTAIL +

4’8”, 5’2”
$799.95Price:

Size:

The Marsh Mellow Thrasher has 
a unique glass layup and a soft 
top exterior. The result is our most 
advanced recreational core with the 
performance and weight aspects of 
our surf constructed decks.

RONIX MARSH MELLOW THRASHER

4’9”
$699.95

Modello surfer, now with the option of 
straps for effortless deep-water starts, 
Lightweight surf performance mixed with 
the skate-like feel of a skimboard, and 
with the added durability of a board you 
typically would mount boots too.  

RONIX MODELLO FISH SKIM

Price:
Size: 4’8”

$699.95

The Stub Fish shape has a longboard 
feel to it, but with the added release of 
a Koal Fish, and always stays in unison 
with the rider. It never pushes in front of 
the rider driving up the wake, never falls 
behind in the bottom turn.

RONIX MODELLO STUB FISH

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

4’5”, 4’10”, 5’3”
$1,349.95Price:

Size:

The Koal Powerfish has unrivaled 
drive and speed – but can still cut 
loose off the lip and break free 
quickly with a decent spoonful of 
bottom turn drive.

RONIX KOAL POWERFISH

4’5”, 4’11”
$1,349.95

Our best-selling Powertail shape 

combines the stable aspects of a 

Longboard, the bottom turn drive of 

a Thruster, and the ability to air out 

like no other board you have ridden.

RONIX KOAL POWERTAIL

4’3”, 4’8”
$1,299.95Price:

Size:

The Rocket has plenty of drive, 

response, and a unique riding style 

more like a traditional surfboard with 

the tip up. Drive, response, and feel 

unlike any of our other boards. 

RONIX POTBELLY ROCKET

4’6”, 4’11”
$1,299.95

With this series the thickest part of the 
board is in the center, so you have 
a ton of speed – with the tip of the 
board riding higher on the water like 
an ocean surf board.  

RONIX POTBELLY CRUISER

Price:
Size: 4’4”

$1,349.95Price:
Size:

A brand new, hot off the press, 
traditional skim board that opens up 
a whole new spectrum of tricks for 
female surfers. Our thinnest board 
has a more reactive rail with a lighter 
design for more contact and feel.

RONIX WOMENS SKIMMER

4’5”
$1,249.95

A women’s spin-off from our most classic 

high-end surfer for the ultimate female 

performer. This shape rides higher on 

the water with a full profile and more 

buoyant surf constructed core. 

RONIX WOMENS FISH

3’11”
$649.95Price:

Size:

A new kids specific skim shape. 

Perfect your ollie and session 360’s 

from this skate inspired deck.  

RONIX GROM SKIMMER

3’9”
$649.95

There has never been a kids board 

with this much surface area in the tail 

for bigger airs off the top deck, and 

which can easily be ridden behind 

smaller size boat wakes.

RONIX GROM POWERTAIL

Price:
Size: 3’9”

$649.95

A fish profiled “fun” board with a 

deep swallow tail that can easily 

break free on the top of the lip, yet 

has the bottom turn drive to get you 

there quickly.

RONIX GROM FISH

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:
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4’8”, 5’0”
$1,399.95Price:

Size:

The name says it all, the Bucket Chucker, 
will help you do just that - rip that wake to 
shreds in a new surf style shape. This Quad 
Fin Design with its vented tail channel the 
Bucket Chucker is designed to hold its line 
and carve like no other. 

HYPERLITE BUCKET CHUCKER

55”, 59”
$999.95

The Quad can handle the big 

boys and even stay ahead of 

smaller waves, but the shape is 

so responsive you’ll have a blast 

learning 360s and popping airs. 

HYPERLITE QUAD

4’8”, 5’2”
$899.95Price:

Size:

The Buzz was created to bridge the 
gap between skim and surf style boards 
giving you the best of both worlds. The 
shape was crafted by Butch to be the 
fastest, most maneuverable board in 
the Byerly surf line-up.

BYERLY BUZZ

3’ 9”, 4’7”, 5’3”
$849.95

The Shim has a fast rocker allowing 

it to carry speed anywhere on the 

curl and its shorter profile makes it 

super maneuverable for rotational 

and air tricks.

HYPERLITE SHIM

Price:
Size:

Price:
Size:

4’10”

$2,599.95Price:
Size:

The 2019 Slingshot Wake Foiler is designed for easy learning, user-
friendly progression stability, smooth handling and streamline 
storage when not in use. The foil provides lift at low speeds and 
has a bottom-heavy weight balance that promotes stability and 
easy handling. The package includes two masts, 15” and 24”, 
that allows beginners to start small and step-up as they progress.

SLINGSHOT WAKE FOIL PACKAGE

$2,999.95 W/Rock TowerPrice:

The Pro Model has remained the most 
commonly sought after hydrofoil for 
people starting out in the sport of 
Hydrofoiling! Since bringing it to market 
way back then we’ve added many features 
& enhancements to it to make it more user 
friendly, perform better and last longer.

SKY SKI PRO SS

$1,699.95Price:

This is a great way for a beginner to break 
into the world of Hydrofoiling at a bargain 
price. Comes with an aluminum seat tower 
w/ extra soft seat pad, compression molded 
board and a brand new all billet aluminum 
hydrofoil that is powdercoated making it 
low maintenance & it easy to learn on. 

SKY SKI HYDROFLIGHT

Comes with 
free stand
Valued at 
$149.94
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Piper Street,  Yarrawonga, VIC 3730

• Huge Splash Park and playground
• River f rontage
• All-weather boat ramp
• Nearby pool and tennis courts
• Football oval
• 
• 
• Games Room
• Jumping Pillow
• Camp Kitchen
• 
•  

during peak periods & special events

M urray River, just d ownst ream f rom Yarrawonga Weir - 
perfectl y  situated for your holiday!

Yarrawonga and Mulwala have ple nty to see and do, but 

our Luxur y Rivervi ew Cabins, Deluxe Cabins, Standard 
Cabins, powered or unpowered ca ravan and camping 

 suit  your style and budget.

Corner  of Piper Street & B urley Road, Yarrawonga - 
Phone: 03 5744 3420 • Email: i nfo@ yarrawongaholidaypark. com.au 
www. yarrawongaholidaypark. com.au

We are a dog-friendly park EXCEPT 

Just 2 minutes from  Lake Mulwala 

 and 20 minutes from Bundalong .

                    “
 Victoria’s best two 

                     
                  ski locations”



Fully submersible pump that fills 
120 pounds in 60 seconds.

From $199.95Price:

SUMO SUPER PUMP

Fully submersible pump that fills 
100 pounds in 55 seconds.

$99.95Price:

SUMO PUMP

3D Molded Honeycomb Hide Grip

$159.95Price:

RONIX RXT

3D Molded Tacky Lycra Grip

$149.95 StraightPrice:

RONIX ONE

3D Molded Honeycomb Hide Grip

$119.95Price:

RONIX PARKS

Extra Tacky Lycra Grip

$99.95 StraightPrice:

RONIX NORTH

Hide Grip 

$99.95Price:

RONIX ENVOY

$169.95 T-BarPrice: $119.95 T-BarPrice:

Hide grip w/R6 Mainline

$249.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 6.0

Hide grip t-bar w/R6 Mainline

$229.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 5.5

Hide grip w/R6 Mainline

$219.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 5.0

Hide grip w/Solin Mainline

$199.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 4.0

Hide grip w/Hybrid Mainline

$189.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 3.0

Hide grip w/Poly E Mainline

$99.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 2.0

Rubber grip w/Poly E Mainline

$79.95Price:

RONIX COMBO 1.0

Hide grip w/Solin Mainline

$199.95Price:

RONIX WOMENS COMBO

Hide grip w/Poly E Mainline

$99.95Price:

RONIX KIDS COMBO

Ultra thin round silicone coated cover

$179.95R6 Price:

RONIX FLOATING MAINLINE

Durable half padded shell

Price:

RONIX SQUADRON

$119.95
OSFASizes:

Fully padded with shoulder strap

Price:

KGB SLIDER

$89.95
Women’s 136cm, Men’s 148cmSizes:

Non padded

Price:

RONIX COLLATERAL

$99.95
OSFASizes:

Padded base

Price:

KGB GRAB

$49.95
Women’s 136cm, Men’s 148cmSizes:

Durable padded shell w/ backpack strap

Price:

RONIX LINKS BACKPACK

$169.95
OSFASizes:

Men’s & Women’s padded base

Price:

RONIX RATION

$69.95
OSFASizes:

Durable padded shell w/ shoulder strap

Price:

RONIX BATTALION

$149.95
OSFASizes:

Prevents unprotected travelling

Price:

RONIX BULWARK

$69.95
Up to136cm, Up to 146cmSizes:

PU Synthetic Surf Rope & Handle

$179.95Price:

RONIX SPINNER 

With Synthetic leather Handle

$149.95Price:

RONIX PU SYNTHETIC

Fully padded with nose protection

Price:

KGB WAKESURFER BAG

$79.95
5’, 5’4”, 5’8”Sizes:

Terry towelling with padded tip

Price:

RONIX SURF SOCK

$59.95
5.1ft, 6ftSizes:

Super durable padded shell

Price:

RONIX DEMPSEY

$129.95
Up to 5ft, Up to 5.9ftSizes:

Men’s & Women’s With Handle

$99.95Price:

RONIX BUNGEE SURF

No Handle

$89.95Price:

RONIX SURF ROPE

Wheelie with NEW 3-digit lock code

Price:

RONIX LINKS WHEELIE

$299.95
OSFASizes:

Durable semi padded shell

Price:

RONIX DAWN

$119.95
OSFASizes:

The direct connection to your 
boat’s existing pump system.

From $299.95Price:

EIGHT.3 PLUG & PLAY BAGS

In addition to having a simpler, faster system, 
these bags have anti-roll shapes that won’t 
flop around in your boat as easily.

From $349.95Price:

EIGHT.3 TELESCOPE BALLAST BAGS

1200GPH ballast system pump.

$229.95Price:

EIGHT.3 PLUG & PLAY PUMP

The reason why our setup can 
drain up to 3 times faster than 
any other system.

$299.95Price:

EIGHT.3 TELESCOPE PUMP

Use with any SL pump, or plug & play in 
your boat.

From $199.95Price:

SUMO MAX BALLAST

Massive 4250GPH flow fills over 
200 pounds in 60 seconds.

$199.95Price:

SUMO MAX PUMP

Hands down the most advanced and 
performance driven wakesurf shaper out 
there using a suction cup. Deflecting well 
over twice the amount of water than the 
other guys.

$799.95Price:

WAKESURF SHAPER BLADE138

Displacing the same amount of water 
as the Blade model using suction cups. 
This unit is preferred for users that do not 
have a flush surface area to mount to their 
boat in the intended spot, or just want a 
reference point to attach their unit on too. 

$699.95Price:

WAKESURF SHAPER CONCAVE 108

The pinnacle of displacing water – Nothing 
remotely compares to moving water mass 
like this with a deflection area 3 times 
greater than most other products out there. 
Works with any step hull in a boat with our 
removable shims to make a flush mounting 
area.

$1,149.95Price:

WAKESURF SHAPER CONCAVE  205
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$199.95R8 Price:

Swivel attachment to minimalize rope twisting Inside EVA for floatation



XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$399.95Price:

SANDS BAREFOOT SUIT

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$99.95Price:

SANDS BAREFOOT SHORTS

90FT COATED SPECTRASizes:
$219.95Price:

SANDS MAINLINE

15” RUBBER CURVED HANDLESizes:
$219.95Price:

SANDS FRONT TOE

15” RUBBER CURVED HANDLESizes:
$139.95Price:

SANDS WAKE SLALOM

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:
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WAVELENGTH WOMENS

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

WAVELENGTH MENS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$149.95Price:

WAVELENGTH GIRLS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$149.95Price:

WAVELENGTH BOYS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$49.95Price:

WAVELENGTH GIRLS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$49.95Price:

WAVELENGTH BOYS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$49.95Price:

KGB SHORTIES

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$39.95Price:

WAVELENGTH HOT PANTS

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$59.95Price:

WAVELENGTH WOMENS

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$59.95Price:

WAVELENGTH MENS
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Contact Mike to arrange an inspection 
- Phone: 0417 588 455 
- Email: mike@highcountryhouseboatsales.com.au 
- Web: www.highcountryhouseboatsales.com.au 
- Facebook: facebook.com/highcountryhouseboatsales

A dream holiday home on the water - 
It’s all about quality family time, 

enjoying the magic that is Lake Eildon 

LOCAL BUSINESS DIRECTORY | TOURIST INFORMATION | DAILY LAKE LEVEL INFO | FISHING REPORTS 
EVENTS CALENDAR | SOCIAL MEDIA DISCUSSIONS | VIRTUAL REALITY SKY TOUR



XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

KGB CONTROL

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

KGB SPECTRUM

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$179.95Price:

KGB FIFTY50

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$159.95Price:

KGB SUSPECT

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

KGB QUEST

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$179.95Price:

KGB LOTUS

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$159.95Price:

KGB BELLE

8T, 10T, 12T, 14TSizes:
$139.95Price:

KGB JUNIOR QUEST

8T, 10T, 12T, 14TSizes:
$139.95Price:

KGB JUNIOR SPECTRUM

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

RONIX ONE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$179.95Price:

RONIX SIGNATURE

Y8, Y10,Y12,Y14Sizes:
149.95Price:

RONIX VISION/AUGUST

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

RADAR VAPOR

6, 8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$179.95Price:

RADAR LYRIC

0-2 WITH COLLARSizes:
$99.95Price:

WAVELENGTH JR GIRLS

0-2 WITH COLLARPrice:
$99.95Price:

WAVELENGTH JR BOYS

0 - 2  $79.95Size:
4 - 6  $99.95Size:

WAVELENGTH GIRLS VEST

0 - 2  $79.95Size:
4 - 6 $99.95Size:

WAVELENGTH BOYS VEST

8-10 & 12-14Sizes:
$99.95Price:

WAVELENGTH GLITZ VEST

8-10 & 12-14Sizes:
$99.95Price:

WAVELENGTH TOPGUN

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18Sizes:
$139.95Price:

WAVELENGTH VOGUE

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLSizes:
$139.95Price:

WAVELENGTH ICON

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL PRO

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLSizes:
$169.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL

8, 10, 12, 14Sizes:
$239.95Price:

RIPCURL FLASHBOMB

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

RIPCURL DAWN PATROL PRO

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$259.95Price:

RIPCURL FLASHBOMB
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S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$249.95Price:

FOLLOW S.P.R

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$229.95Price:

FOLLOW B.P

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

FOLLOW MITCH

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

FOLLOW CINCH MASSI

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$239.95Price:

FOLLOW BEACON CODY

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$209.95Price:

FOLLOW TOKEN OLI

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$199.95Price:

FOLLOW SKATE

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$229.95Price:

FOLLOW STOW COOK

XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$179.95Price:

FOLLOW CORP

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$229.95Price:

FOLLOW S.P.R

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$209.95Price:

FOLLOW PHARAOH

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$199.95Price:

FOLLOW LACE PRO

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$229.95Price:

FOLLOW STOW

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$169.95Price:

FOLLOW ENTREE

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$229.95Price:

JET PILOT  QUANTUM X

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT C4 RAPID DRY

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT FIRE FUR

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT X1

S, M, L, XL, 2XLSizes:
$219.95Price:

JET PILOT RATHY

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$189.95Price:

JET PILOT NIGHTHAWK

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XLSizes:
$159.95Price:

JET PILOT FREERIDE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT X1 RAPID DRY

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$159.95Price:

JET PILOT ALLURE

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$129.95Price:

JET PILOT PRIME JR GIRL

8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$129.95Price:

JET PILOT PRIME JR BOY

6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16Sizes:
$209.95Price:

JET PILOT QUANTUM Y

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XLSizes:
$159.95Price:

JET PILOT CASE L50
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G O O D  A T  G R E A T  T I M E S  
S u m m e r ’ s  b e s t  s p e n t  o n  t h e  w a t e r  w i t h  t h o s e  w h o  

m a t t e r  m o s t — a n d  t h e  X T 2 2  i s  h e r e  t o  h e l p  y o u  m a k e  

e v e r y  s u m m e r  a n  a l l - t i m e  s u m m e r .  T h e r e ’ s  p l e n t y  o f  

r o o m  f o r  f r i e n d s  s o  g e t  i n t o  a n  X T 2 2  a n d  g e t  r e a d y  

t o  s u r f ,  w a k e ,  s k i  a n d  m a k e  t h e  l e g e n d a r y  m e m o r i e s  

t h a t  l a s t  f o r e v e r .

PSA SKI BOATS—08 9302 2695
psa95@bigpond.net.au

GOLD COAST MASTERCRAFT—07 5580 6281
Australia@mastercraft.com

MASTERCRAFT BOATS MELBOURNE—03 8375 1634
jake@mastercraftmelbourne.com.au

BLAKES MARINE—02 4577 6699
lee@blakesmarine.com.au

EPIC MARINE SA—08 8445 9576
sales@epicmarinesa.com.au

MAGAZINE:  AU Retail Catalogue
ISSUE:  2018/19
JOB NUMBER: Master-0601 2018 
Impromptu Ads

SPECS:
275mm x 194mm Live Area
297mm x 210mm Trim
302mm x 215mm Bleed

CONTACT:
CASSANDRA POWELL
503.799.0484
cassandrap@nemodesign.com


